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Accounts Receivable

      38795
A new setup option (BCCAR) has been added along with a new rule (BCCAR) that will automatically BCC the email address specified in the
rule when AR Invoices are emailed from Adjutant.

AR invoice

Wiki Link: http://www.abiscorp.com/AdjWiki/RULE-BCCAR.ashx?

BCCAR BCCARSetup Options**: Rules**:

Wiki Link 2: https://www.abiscorp.com/adjwiki/rule-setup.ashx?HL=BCCAR

Auto Alert

      38509
A new event has been added that allows for directing Warehouse-specific notifications to a designated contact from Prompt 74 and 79
loading prompts. The new event code is 7479INV2-XXX, where the XXX represents the Warehouse LOCTID value. The new event must be
added to the Event List (EVENTLIST) rule before it can be used in worfkflow routes and alerts.

Auto Alerts

EVENTLISTRules**: FOXPROCESS
TERMINALS

Programs**:

Item Control (Inventory)

      39092
A new setup option, INVNSWHSELATE, has been added that updates the Non Stock Not Shipped Report Warehouse (WHSE) filter logic to
better handle filtering transferred items that have been unloaded at the destination warehouse. This new option should be enabled for any
customer that utilizes the interplant transfer features through the Shipping Events module. This helps the report filter the warehouse
according to the material's final location after the transfer has been completed.

Non Stock Not Shipped

Wiki Link: http://www.abiscorp.com/adjwiki/rule-setup.ashx?HL=INVNSWHSELATE

INVNSWHSELATESetup Options**:

MBS/Roll Former Integration
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MBS/Roll Former Integration

      33848
Adjutant can now be set up to communicate with ASC controllers. This integration allows Adjutant to send Production Work Orders to ASC
controllers and read production usage data from ASC as material items are produced. Contact your ABIS Strategist to see if this could be a
fit for your organization.

ASC Integration

AdjamsprocessPrograms**:

      38625
Lines sent to the ASCproduct table with a 0 quantity and bndleprint ='y' will print a bundle tag during ASC integration. This new
functionality enables production environments with parts stacking to send a final line that will trigger the bundle print logic to include all
parts in the stack.

ASC Integration

Wiki Link: http://www.abiscorp.com/faq/index.php?title=ASC_Setup

AdjamsprocessPrograms**:

      38971
A new setting (No Bundles, Log9) has been added to the Sales Order Types Overflow (SOTYPE2) rule that will stop Adjutant from creating
bundles based on returned production data from Connex.

Connex Integration

Wiki Link: https://www.abiscorp.com/AdjWiki/RULE-SOTYPE2.ashx?

SOTYPE2Rules**: ADJAMSPROCESSPrograms**:

Order Entry

      37352
This change allows applying discounts or surcharges after the retainage amount is withheld from the order. A new log5 control option has
been added to the Organization Attributes (ATT_ENT) rule that can be flagged on the surcharge attribute that will calculate the surcharge
on the order amount minus the retainage amount. This new option must be manually added to the rule before it can be used.

Surcharge Processing

Wiki Link: http://www.abiscorp.com/adjwiki/RULE-ATT-ENT.ashx?NoRedirect=1

ATT_ENTRules**:
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Production

      39045

New setup option PROCESSRT will automatically run calculations for run time without the need to manually run it from the Production
Capacity screen. An updated version of the FOXPROCESS will be needed to use the new option.

Production Capacity
Planning

Wiki Link: Http://www.abiscorp.com/AdjWiki/rule-setup.ashx?HL=PROCESSRT

PROCESSRTSetup Options**: FOXPROCESSPrograms**:

Quoting

      37344
This update adds the following additional columns to the Quote Import accessed from the Customer Quote screen.
1. Sell Price
2. Description 
3. Ship Warehouse
4. Plant
5. Production Notes

Quote Master

Wiki Link: http://www.abiscorp.com/AdjWiki/RULE-RFQMAP1.ashx?NoRedirect=1

RFQMAP1Rules**:

Sales Tax Automation
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Sales Tax Automation

      38543
In the event that Zip-Tax API pulls in multiple possible tax tables for an Organization, new logic has been added to match up City, State
and Zip to pick the best option. If no match is found, the logic will fall back to the first tax table match found.

Zip-Tax API

APITAXSetup Options**:

Shipping Events (Logistics)

      39079
New logic has been added to the Prompt 79 B/L/P/C scanning step to run a second level of checks on the outer carton to ensure it hasn't
been destroyed, shipped or packed before proceeding to the contents scan. If an outer cartion is not available for packing, the prompt will
alert the user and return to scanning or creating a valid outer carton.

Prompt 79

TERMINALSPrograms**:
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11Total Number of Changes:

** Additional information for the Setup Options, Rules, and Programs areas

Setup Options:

Rules:

Programs:

Setup Options are system-wide controls that must be enabled/disabled in CID Maintenance.
Some Setup Options will not display until the related application has been accessed. Contact
your consultant for assistance with enablling/disabling Setup Options.

Rules are added or updated in the Rule Maintenance screen. If you are not familiar with
adding or updating Rule Maintenance headers or details, contact your consultant for
assistance.

Programs are system-level routines that must be updated manually by ABIS personnel. You
must contact your consultant to coordinate updating the associated Program before taking
advantage of the enhancement.
Program updates may require system downtime, or may be required to occur outside of
business hours.


